
Senior Python Developer
Belgrade, Beograd, Serbia

DESCRIPTION

We are looking for a full stack Senior Python Developer responsible for leading the 
development of the Trading Platform and integration to our TradeCore environment. 
Ideally you will be an experienced and devoted team player, an independent thinker 
capable of delivering high quality code on strict deadlines and coming up with your 
own ideas and initiatives, all while being an integral part of a larger team who works 
together daily in order to deliver products and services of the highest quality. If you 
wish to become a part of our growing team, this is what we are looking for:

Responsibilities

 Writing reusable, testable, and efficient code
 Design and implementation of low-latency, high-availability, and performant 

applications
 Integration of user-facing elements developed by front-end developers with 

server side logic
 Implementation of security and data protection
 Integration of data storage solutions 

REQUIREMENTS

 5+ years of software development experience in one or more of high level 

OOP programming languages (Python, Django, Java, C#, … );

 2+ years in Python/Django MVC Web development;

 Experience in Django-Rest-Framework;

 Extensive experience in Linux/Shell environment;

 Strong experience with OOP Design patterns 

(Interface/Factory/PubSub/Observer/Facade etc…);

 Experience with relational DBMS ( Preferably PostgreSQL );

 Experience with NoSQL database structure and purposes ( Preferably 

MongoDB );



 Experience with Cache Backend implementation ( Preferably Redis );

 Experience with distributed task queue systems ( Celery );

 Desirable experience with RabbitMQ/Kombu PubSub/RPC patterns;

 Demonstrated experience building, maintaining and optimizing large-scale 

consumer web/mobile applications;

 You have worked in a team of developers and know the benefits of test driver 

development, continuous integration, logging and monitoring.

BENEFITS

If you believe you meet the requirements above, here is what we have to offer you 
for your skills and career:

 A unique opportunity to work with a tech startup focusing on cutting edge B2B 
and B2C stock trading solutions, in a fast-growing financial technology 
industry;

 A collaborative environment, offices in downtown Belgrade, and a pleasant 
work atmosphere;

 Daily opportunities for learning and professional advancement;

 Competitive salaries, based on your experience and output;

 Pick your own tech gear; 

 Unlimited coffee and Nutella.
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